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ENCLOSURE 7 



Medical Consultant Report Form (Short Form) 

Misadministration 
The Queen’s Medical Center 

Honolulu, Hawaii 
15 September 20 1 1 

Description of Incident: 

A woman with esophageal reflux, abdominal discomfort, and an elevated serum 

gastrin level was scheduled to receive a scan with ‘In-pentetreotide (Octreoscan) to look 

for a gastrinoma, a neuroendocrine tumor. Instead of receiving this radiopharmaceutical, 

a technologist took an out of date dosage of 89SrC1 (Metastron) from a storage (“hot”) lab 

and injected 1.7 mCi of this directly as a bolus, using the wrong radiation protection, with 

no evidence of a pregnancy test having been performed. It is difficult to understand how 

one Nuclear Medicine Service could have such deficient systems in place to make this 

possible. The misadministration has to be due to human error, of course, but on such a 

massive scale as to raise questions about the systems and milieu within which Nuclear 

Medicine was performed at the institution. 

The issues identified are: 

i . Not one technoiogist had identified a Sr-89 dosage as expired, although 

the data were clearly available and visible. 

2. No system seems to have been in place to identify and discard out-of-date 

radiopharmaceuticals since no one did so. 



3. One must ask what the technologists at this hospital know about 

their patients before performing the study. Does anyone take even a brief 

history. That would have prevented the Sr-89 therapy from being given. 

4. The wrong radiopharmaceutical was selected by the technologist. 

When the labeled dosage is in front of the technologist, this is a difficult feat 

if one looks at the label of the radiotracer the order requesting that the 

study be done, unless the technologist did not know which radiotracer was 

to be done for each study, an issue easily tested for all the technologists at 

that hospital. 

5. The technologist had not been schooled in radiation safety 

sufficiently (had the RSO?) to know that a pure beta emitter causes more 

bremsstrahlung in shielding of higher (e.g. lead) than lower (e.g. plastic) 

molecular weight. The dosage of Sr-89 was carried to the patient in lead, 

rather than plastic shielding. 

6. Hospital policy appears to require only a verbal confirmation that a 

patient is not pregnant. This consultant has investigated for the NRC a 

number of facilities where this has led to treating a pregnant patient. The 

Society of Nuclear Medicine Guideline on the use of beta emitters requires a 

pregnancy test, hopefully on the same day, but at least within 24 hours of 

therapy. This action by the technologist with no pregnancy test recorded 

suggests another policy which needs revision in this hospital. 

7. In many, if not most, Quality Management programs two 

signatures are required before a dosage is administered. One 



should be that of the prescribing nuclear physician, to be sure that 

the correct therapy is being performed. It is in therapeutic dosages 

that the only potential for harming the patient in a nuclear 

medicine service arises. What is the Quality Management Program 

in this hospital for therapeutic dosages? Such a program should 

include a physician and technologist jointly checking the order and 

the dose calibrator reading before administration of any 

radiopharmaceutical therapy. 

8. The Society of Nuclear Medicine Practice Guideline for 

administering beta-emitters to patients strongly urges that the dose 

be given through a running i.v. line to avoid infiltration, reduce the 

time required to find an injection site (and hence dose to the 

therapist’s hands), and to allow flushing of the syringe. The 89Sr 

dosage was not given with these precautions. 

9. The platelet count dropped 38% in 8 weeks and the absolute 

neutrophil count dropped 26%, showing recovery at 12 weeks, 

which is the deterministic myelotoxicity pattern for 89Sr. The 

marrow dose I caiculated, following the package insert dosimetry, at 

650 mSv (65 rem), agrees with the hospital calculation. The degree 

of myelosuppression which occurred is slightly greater than 

expected for that marrow dose, and I suggest the accuracy and 

precision of the hospital dosimeter, and the quality control 

procedures relevant to that dosimeter, be checked. 



10. The BEIR VI1 projections for the risk of carcinogenesis indicate a 

stochastic effect, or risk, of 1/100/100 msV, so the patient would 

appear to have a mildly increased risk for uncommon marrow 

cancers, e.g. myeloma, leukemia. 

In examining the licensee’s corrective action one might ask the 

following questions: 

1. What is the physician’s role in the double validation procedure for 

therapies? 

2. Would a change in the record systems (Radiant, NMIS) really have 

prevented the errors? 

3. What additional; “training and competency validation” for “high-risk 

isotopes and procedures was provided to all technologists”? 

4. What were the “additional core competency validations for high-risk 

exams in the annual Nuclear Medicine technologists’ performance 

evaluation program”? One would like to see documentation of 1-4 in an 

unannounced visit, given the multiplicity of errors that occurred in this 

program. 
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